Friday Results

From Thursday:

Highest Scoring Veteran in Rally—
#R45—Little Bit Tikanni CGC, CA, RA, RAT2, RATN

Conformation:

Winners Dog:#127—Innisfree None Can Compare
Reserve Winners Dog:#175—Tunguska Storm Front
Winners Bitch:#138—Huricane's Sunny Side Up
Reserve Winners Bitch:#240—Sassi Scinnemin Truffle

Veteran 9-11 Years Dogs:
1—#447—GCh. Myla's Point Of Reference
2—#437—GCh. Whispering Pine's The Road Warrior WPD, CGC
3—#449—GCh. Kadians En Garde SD
4—#439—GCh. Poli's ForgetAboutIt

Veteran 11-13 Years Dogs:
2—#540—GCh. Kivalina's Redbud
3—#550—Nanook's Tears Of The Sun
4—#538—Ch. Mileka's Silver Bullet

Veteran 13+ Years Bitches:
1—#552—Ch. Myla's Libby
2—#554—Cyberia's Claddagh Serenade RN, CGC

Veteran 9-11 Years Bitches:
1—#532—MACH6 Kunuk's Arctic Snow Blossom CD, RE, MXC2, MJC2, XF, T2B, CGC
2—#514—GCh. Antara's Put On The Red Light
3—#524—GCh. Melrose And Noatak's Timrjan
4—#522—Ch. Melrose Legally Blond

Veteran 11-13 Years Bitches:
1—#544—Ch. Antara's Shimmering Light
2—#546—Vener et 13+ Years Bitches:

Sled Dog (Non-Degreed) Dogs:
1—#257—GCh. Amorok's Fifty Shades Darker
2—#463—GCh. Sno-Magic's Gunslinger CGC, BN, RA, CD

Announcements

Medallions will be mailed to all class placement winners and all parade participants!

Reminder: There is to be NO bathing in the hotel rooms! There is a bathing area on the loading dock.

Thank you to all who participated in the CHIC DNA banking clinic. Forty seven dogs’ DNA was banked. This was a great turn-out! Thank you all!

For those in Best of Breed, you only need to show up at the ring when your group is called! There will be no gathering of all dogs in the ring.
**Parade Of Title Holders**

**Dogs**

Absent: Team III (#30/127/266/267)

Kayenta’s Funfinity
Wet & Ch. Kayenta’s Moral Of The Story & Ch. Once Upon A Time & GCh. Kayenta’s Slippery When 2 In Rio

**Parade Of Previous National Specialty Winners**

Absent: Brace II (#30/266), Brace XI

Team:

1—#280—Kayenta 4—Kayenta’s X Factor & Kayenta’s Flash Freeze
2—#209—Ch. Antara’s Put On The Red Light
3—#293—Ch. Kayenta’s Millennium
4—#346—GCh. Poli’s ForgetAboutIt

**Parade Of Top Twenty**

**Dusky Derby:**

**Heat A**

1—#0—J. Combs
2—#9—D. Thompson
3—#8—M. O’Brien

**Heat B**

1—#19—J. Combs
2—#13—P. Van Sicklen
3—#20—Sheila Goffe

**Heat C**

1—#22—R. Silveria
2—#29—D. Thompson
3—#23—H. Walls/L. Anderson

**Heat D**

1—#33—H. Walls/L. Anderson
2—#30—J. Combs
3—#36—J. Combs

**Heat E**

1—#46—D. Woodward/C. Deeks
2—#41—C. Preble
3—#47—B. Barnes

**Heat F**

1—#53—H. Walls/L. Anderson
2—#50—J. Combs
3—#36—A. Barker

**Heat G**

1—#67—R. Limson
2—#69—M. Strubbe
3—#66—Z. Altman

**Heat H**

1—#78—R. Limson
2—#76—K. Tigerman
3—#77—FoD4

**Heat I**

1—#87—R. Limson
2—#83—C/A Schram
3—#81—Kayenta 4

**Heat J**

1—#91—H. Walls/L. Anderson
2—#99—Good Stuff DS/DRafferty

3—#96—K. Church

**Heat K**

1—#108—Judy Jacobson
2—#106—Sheila Blanker
3—#103—Kathy Henderson

**Heat L**

1—#119—Sheila Goffe
2—#113—Lana Dorn
3—#114—Kim Voss

**Heat M**

1—#129—Jessica Plourde
2—#124—Karen Davis
3—#121—Mickey Polimeni

**Heat N**

1—#132—Kerry Tiltman
2—#134—Karen Davis
3—#135—Trish French

**Finals**

1—#55—R. Silveria
2—#0—J. Combs
3—#132—Kerry Tiltman
4—#46—D. Woodward/C. Deeks

"Frosty" will be visiting the SOS-SRF booth Saturday morning from 10 a.m. to noon for photo ops. A $5 contribution to our Julie Moreland Heart Fund will give you a chance to take photos with Frosty and will help SOS-SRF support rescue groups in the US and Canada with grants for heartworm treatment for Siberians in rescue. Come and visit and take your selfie with Frosty.

If you won an item on the SOS-SRF silent auction, please stop by the booth and pay for your item before noon Saturday.
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